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In BOLD fMRI a detailed analysis of the MRI signal time course sometimes shows time differences between
different activated regions. Some researchers have suggested that these latencies could be used to infer the
temporal order of activation of these cortical regions. Several effects must be considered, however, before
interpreting these latencies. The effect of a slice-dependent time shift (SDTS) with multi-slice acquisitions, for
instance, may be important for regions located on different slices. After correction for this SDTS effect the time
dispersion between activated regions is significantly decreased and the correlation between the MRI signal time
course and the stimulation paradigm is improved. Another effect to consider is the latency which may exist
between perception and stimulus presentation. It is shown that the control of perception can be achieved using
a finger-spanning technique during the fMRI acquisition. The use of this perception profile rather than an
arbitrary waveform derived from the paradigm proves to be a powerful alternative to fMRI data processing,
especially with chemical senses studies, when return to baseline is not always correlated to stimulus suppression.
This approach should also be relevant to other kinds of stimulation tasks, as a realistic way of monitoring the
actual task performance, which may depend on attention, adaptation, fatigue or even variability of stimulus
presentation. © 1997 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

An important issue in cognitive neuroscience is to map out
the cortical networks which produce brain responses during
various conditions, from simple motor tasks to elaborate
language or mental imagery activities. It is clear that many
cortical regions are involved in these processes and that
these regions are highly connected. As a single region, such
as the cingular gyrus, may participate to many different
kinds of processes, connections between different neuronal
systems should be established on a time basis. In this
context, neuroimaging has appeared as a method of choice,
as it may address both the issues of spatial localization and
temporal orchestration of cortical activation. So far, MEG/
EEG or ERP based studies provide the best temporal
resolution (down to 1 ms), but suffer from poor localization,
while PET is associated with good spatial resolution.
Functional MRI potentially provides an even better spatial
resolution, and an interesting and challenging prospect for
this technique is to find out whether it may also give access
to a good temporal resolution.

Today, most fMRI experimental designs rely on two
alternating conditions, usually an ‘activated’ and a ‘control’
(sometimes called ‘rest’) condition, taking advantage of the
ability of fast imaging acquisition schemes to follow the
relaxation changes which result from the BOLD effect in
real time.1, 2 A detailed analysis of the MRI signal time
courses obtained from such studies has sometimes shown
time shifts between the BOLD MRI signals observed in
different cortical regions. Some researchers have suggested
that these time shifts could be used to infer the temporal
order of activation of these cortical regions.3–7 We have,
however, to be extremely careful in assessing these time
shifts, as several pitfalls must be avoided. For instance,
differences in the structure of the vascular networks which
support the activated regions or in their metabolism may
result in slightly different signal responses. In this paper, we
have looked more specifically to two potential pitfalls, one
related to the way the image data is collected, the other,
more subtle, to the biological nature of the response.

BACKGROUND

Effect of the acquisition scheme

With single slice acquisition schemes4, 8, 9 all pixel signals
are stimultaneously collected for each time point. Thus, in
these studies it is possible to directly compare the time
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course of the MRI signal responses of the different pixels.
This possibility would also hold with true 3D echo planar.6

However, multislice EPI has become the most commonly
used mode of acquisition in fMRI, as it provides an efficient
way to scan the whole brain in a few seconds with limited
sensitivity to motion artifacts. With this approach, though,
the brain response is sampled slice by slice, with a slice-
dependent time shift (STDS) with respect to the paradigm
directly related to the temporal order of acquisition of the
slices. With typical repetition times from 3 to 6 s, one could
expect that two activated pixels responding simultaneously,
but located in different slices, could show a time difference
up to 3 or 6 s (Fig. 1). If not corrected this effect would
hamper the detection of any physiological delays in the
range of a few hundred milliseconds.

Perception effect

A common assumption with BOLD fMRI is that the brain
response directly follows the time course of the stimulation
paradigm. With this approach, activation foci are most often
detected by comparing the mean signal levels between the
stimulation and control periods, for instance by correlating
pixel time-course series to a waveform derived from
stimulation taking into account the hemodynamic response
of the fMRI signal.10 However, perception, may not always
closely follow the stimulation time-course.

With chemical senses, for instance, the perception time-
course might be rather unpredictable from the stimulation
paradigm. Hence, data processing algorithms which are
satisfactory with other sensory studies such as vision or
audition, may drastically fail to detect activation with
chemical senses. Taste studies, for instance, have shown that
there might be a latency of several seconds between the
arrival of a chemical stimulus on the tongue and the
beginning of a taste response (Fig. 2). Then, the response
may build up very slowly, taking several seconds to reach
its maximum.11 The latency and rise-time of the response
mostly depend on the stimulus nature, but also on individual
subjects. The equilibrium between adsorption and desorp-
tion is a feature of the relationship between a given tastant

and taste receptor proteins. Due to their hydrophobic nature,
some tastants are difficult to rinse with water, a phenome-
non which may result in a long-lasting perception lingering
up to one minute or more.12 Finally, adaptation (both
peripheral and central) may result in a fading perception for
a constant level of stimulation.13, 14 Therefore, it is quite
impossible to predict the sensation elicited by a particular
stimulus for a given subject, because of the great inter-
individual and inter-molecular variability characterizing the
sense of taste.15–17 More generally, cognitive factors may
also interfere with perception, even at the level of the
primary cortices, as these cortices have been shown to be
activated by mental imagery.18, 19

METHODS

Data acquisition

The study was approved by a National Ethics Committee for
Biomedical Research Experiments and performed using a 3
Tesla whole body MR scanner (Bruker, Germany) equipped
with an insert head gradient coil allowing echo-planar
imaging. To minimize movement artifacts, the subject head
was maintained with foam pads within a bird-cage quad-
rature rf coil. At the beginning of each session, a scout
T1-weighted sagittal image was acquired to position slices
of interest. High resolution, high contrast inversion-recov-
ery images (2563256 pixels, TR=3 s, TE=8 ms,
TI=800 ms) were acquired for anatomical identification of
the activated foci.

For the SDTS effect the paradigm consisted in a finger
tapping task with eight ON–OFF cycles of 30 s. This task
was chosen for its robustness and its resulting activation of
multiple, widely separated brain regions. A total of 51
blocks of NS=20 contiguous axial gradient-echo EPI slices
were acquired (64364 pixels, 5 mm thickness, 22 cm field
of view, TR=5 s, TE=40 ms, interleaved slices).

The feasibility of monitoring perception and using the
temporal evolution of the effect perceived by subjects
during a taste fMRI study was evaluated using a finger-span
approach which is considered as a valid quantitative
counterpart of the physiological response.20–22 Eight subjects
were trained to match the intensity of their perception of a
stimulus with a distance between their thumb and first
finger, both attached to a linear potentiometer connected

Figure 1. Slice-dependent time shift (SDTS) effect. Example of
SDTS effect that could be observed with a scheme of 20
interleaved slices acquired using a 5 s TR. During each TR
interval the delay between the acquisition time of two different
slices depends on its rank order in the sequence and may reach
up to 4750 ms. With the interleaved scheme (odd then even
slices) two adjacent slices are separated by about 2500 ms.

Figure 2. Perception profile and stimulation paradigm wave-
form in a taste experiment (Aspartame, 0.2 mM). The
Stimulation Paradigm Waveform (SPW) is derived from the
convolution of the stimulation time course (here two ON and
three OFF epochs) with a 5 s time-constant exponential. The
perception profile (PP) is recorded for each subject and for each
stimulation using a finger-span method. PP represents the
temporal evolution of the perceived taste intensity. For this
subject there is a clear time lag of the PP with respect to the
SPW.
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through a low-pass filter to an analog–digital converter
located outside the shielded room. Subjects were asked to
continuously match their finger-span to the intensity of their
perception. This intensity was thus translated into a variable
voltage which was digitized and stored.22 The stimulation
paradigm consisted in two ON and three OFF periods: a first
60 s OFF period of reference with water, a 30 s ON
stimulation, a 90 s OFF water rinse, a 30 s ON, a 90 s OFF
water rinse. During the ON period a low concentration
tastant solution was delivered directly to the subject’s mouth
through microsyringes and polyethylene tubing (i.d.:
1.19 mm) as bolus of 50 mL manually pushed every 3 s.
Subjects could swallow freely. Fifty-one blocks of 12 EPI
slices located around the Sylvian fissure images (64364
pixels, 6 mm thickness, 20 cm field of view, TR=6 s,
TE=40 ms) were continuously recorded for 5 min. Each
subject underwent three experiments with various tastants
and a control with water.

Data analysis

Images were processed using a custom software written
under IDL (Interactive Data Language, Research System
Inc., Boulder, CO). Images were first checked for evidence
of head motion artifacts. Evidence of substantial movement
implied no further analysis. The first three blocks of images
of each series were discarded from analysis, because the
magnetization was not steady at the beginning of the
experiment. Each pixel signal time course (48 time points)
was then low-pass filtered in the time domain with a
gaussian kernel of 5 and 8 s full width at half maximum
height for the SDTS and the perception effect, respectively.

For the SDTS effect an auto correlation analysis was first
performed to detect activated clusters without any a priori
knowledge of any time shift. It was possible to use
autocorrelation through the strictly periodic nature of
paradigm. An index of activation was defined as (AC(T)-
AC(T/2))/2, where AC(T) and AC(T/2) are the
autocorrelation coefficients obtained by shifting the pixel
response curve by one period (here 30 s) and half a period,
respectively.23 Only 3D clusters larger than three contiguous
pixels were considered as activated. These 3D activated
clusters, overlapping several contiguous slices, were split
into slice subsets (2D activated clusters). The phase, PhR, of
the MRI signal response time course with respect to the
paradigm waveform was then calculated for each slice
subset. PhR was determined from the peak observed at the
paradigm frequency (1/30 Hz) after Fourier transform of the
average MRI signal time curve of each slice subset. Finally,
two cross-correlation coeficients10 were calculated for each
slide subset: first by correlation with a native paradigm
waveform (box car convoluted with a 5 s time constant
exponential,24 second after shifting this waveform to correct
for the SDTS effect. For this correction, the time shift was
calculated as Dt=(TR/NS)*(Nacq 21), where NS is the
number of slices and Nacq the temporal order of the slice in
the TR interval. Thus, Dt ranges from 0 to 4750 ms.

For the perception study activation maps were calculated
on a pixel-by-pixel basis for each slice based on the
correlation coefficient between the MR signal time course
for each pixel, and both the Perception Profile (PP) and a
Stimulation Paradigm Waveform (SPW) taking into account
the delay in the MRI signal resulting from its hemodynamic
nature10 (the square paradigm waveform was also convo-
luted with a gaussian kernel using an 8 s time constant).

Only the pixels with a correlation coefficient above 0.4 and
belonging to clusters of at least 2 contiguous activated
pixels were considered for statistical analysis. Then, a
Student t-test was performed on each individual cluster. The
average MRI signal of the images acquired during the
control and activated conditions once in the steady-state
were compared. Only clusters with a signifcance threshold
of p<0.001 were finally considered as activated.

RESULTS

Slice Dependence Time Shift

During finger tapping activation was clearly visible in areas
which have been previously reported,25 especially in the
primary motor cortex (MC) and the supplementary motor
cortex area (SMA). Activation was also seen in the
cerebellum and in the parieto-temporal region. In order to
analyze the SDTS effect, the three-dimensional clusters
corresponding to those regions were split into subsets when
they encompassed several slices. Table 1 shows a typical
distribution of these slice subsets for one of our subjects. In
the plot shown in Fig. 3 the phase of the slice subset
response time courses is highly correlated (r2 =0.61) with
the chronological order of acquisition of the slice within the
TR interval. The slope derived from the linear regression
analysis of this plot is 0.25 s/image, which matches exactly
the value that would be expected from the acquisition
scheme (TR/NS=5/20 s/image). After correction for this
time shift a significant improvement in the correlation

Table 1. Distribution of 23 slice subsets from four 3D clusters
of activated pixels. Regions of interest are from
cerebellum (CB), temporo-parietal region (TP), sup-
plementary motor area (SMA) and motor cortex
(MC). Slice position is from bottom to top of brain

Cluster

location

Size

(pixels)

Number of

slice subsets

Slice position

of subsets

CB 47 5 1–5

TP 24 5 11–15

MC 49 7 14–20

SMA 72 6 15–20

Total 192 23

Figure 3. Time shift vs slice acquisition order. Observed
response time shifts (in seconds) for the 23 analyzed 2D slice
subsets plotted against the chronological order of acquisition of
the slice they belong to during TR. The slope derived from a
linear regression is 0.250 s/image (r2=0.61). The phase of the
first acquired slice has been used as the phase reference.
(CB=cerebellum, TP=temporo-parietal region, SMA=supple-
mentary motor area, MC=motor cortex).
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coefficient is clearly visible, especially for the slices
acquired late in the TR interval (Fig. 4). In the latest slices
some subsets present a non-corrected correlation coefficient
of about 0.5 rising up to about 0.9 after correction. The
correction for the SDTS effect also leads to an overall
significant decrease of the phase dispersion of the signal
time courses observed between slice subsets (Fig. 5).

Perception effect

The perception profiles (PP) clearly differ from the usual
waveforms derived from a square-wave stimulation para-
digm (SPW) (Fig. 2). The PP time-courses obtained with
Aspartame are slower than the expected hemodynamic
response with a longer rising period (up to 25 s), a longer
decay and sometimes no return to baseline after each ON
period (up to 45 s), and vary largely between subjects and
experiments (e.g. the second ON period resulting in a
smaller, slower and longer lasting perception response than
the first one). The same temporal features appear as well in
the MRI signal responses (Fig. 6). In the activation maps
significantly more activation foci are found with the PP than
the SPW reference waveforms (Fig. 7). Overall, 20 out of
24 experiments showed activation with the PP. The mode of
the distribution of the correlation coefficient is higher with
the PP than with the SPW. About 30% of the activated
clusters have a correlation coefficient above 0.65 with the
PP, while no cluster above 0.65 could be detected with the
SPW. Furthermore, the locations of the clusters detected
with the PP closely match regions found activated by taste
stimulation in electrophysiological studies performed in
monkeys. Cortical areas near the Sylvian fissure have been

proposed as being involved in taste perception.26, 27 In many
of our measurements (15 out of 24), clusters of pixels
extracted using the taste perception paradigm were found in
this region. In the example shown in Fig. 7 an increased
activity was observed in the left and right insula, the left and
right inferior parts of the pre and post central gyri, and the
right operculum. When the SPW was used to process the
same data set, the number of activated clusters of pixels
significantly dropped and activity could be located only in
right insula.

DISCUSSION

The issue of the phase of the MRI signal time course with
respect to the paradigm has been brought up in several
important studies. For instance, it has been suggested that
within an activated region of interest, additional delays
could be observed in the vicinity of larger vessels.8, 9 Lee et
al. have shown that the time lag of the pixel response could
be used to discriminate between ‘true’ cortical activation
and vascular signal variations.9 Another interesting idea is to
purposely include a time shift between different compo-
nents present in a single paradigm to detect different
activated subregions by means of a phase segregation
between the corresponding elicited responses. In this way
Sereno et al. have demonstrated the anatomical topography
of visual areas in humans.28 In this work the authors
appropriately removed the effect of the slice acquisition
order before analyzing their data. Savoy et al. have shown
that by delaying visual presentations towards right and left
visual hemifields by 500 ms, the corresponding responses
presented similar time shifts.29 Hykin et al. have shown
similar results between visual stimuli and motor tasks.5

Bandettini et al. had previously shown that when cueing
different task frequencies for right and left hand in a finger
tapping experiment, the corresponding cerebral motor areas
exhibited segregated responses in terms of frequencies.7

Other exciting physiological results have also been
obtained by detecting time shifts between different activated
cerebral regions elicited by a single stimulus. Binder et al.
showed delays of about one second between elicited
temporal activated subregions following auditory stimula-
tion.3 In finger tapping experiments Erb et al. have found a
time shift of 1.3 s between SMA and premotor cortex
BOLD responses,4 in good agreement with electrophysio-
logical data.30 Hykin et al. found about 2500 ms between
SMA and MC response in finger tapping experiments,5 and
Mansfield et al. have measured delays up to 660 ms within
visual cortex after visual stimulus presentation.6 It should be
noted, however, that neither of these studies were performed

Figure 4. Effect of the SDTS correction on the correlation
coefficient. Cross-correlation coefficients calculated for 12 of the
23 slice subsets, before (black) and after (white) SDTS correc-
tion, ordered by sequential order of acquisition. The
improvement in the correlation coefficients appears clearly for
the slices which are acquired late in the TR interval.

Figure 5. Phase dispersion within clusters before and after
SDTS correction. Calculated time shift for each slice subset
before (cross) and after (circle) correction for the STDS effect.
Slice subsets belonging to the same cluster have been put
together. (CB=cerebellum, TP=temporo-parietal region, SMA-
=supplementary motor area, MC=motor cortex). The phase
dispersion is reduced within each cluster after correction, also a
residual time shift can still be seen.

Figure 6. Perception profile and fMRI response (taste stimula-
tion with Aspartame). The fMRI signal time course of 4 activated
voxels in the left insula was temporally smoothed using a 8 s
Gaussian kernel. The fMRI response is clearly correlated with
the PP (r=0.84) (same subject as in Fig. 2).
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using multi-slice acquisitions.
These studies clearly underline the importance of the

analyzes of the time difference that may exist between the
MRI response and the paradigm time course. Our results
indicate that it is very important to remove the SDTS effect
in multi-slice fMRI before assessing any phase variations or
temporal delays across activated regions. The correction for
the SDTS effect is very straightforward and should always
be used to eliminate one source of systematic error. The
SDTS effect would be especially significant for clusters
which are widely distant in the acquisition. It should be
pointed out that this ‘time’ distance may not coincide with
an anatomical distance, as regions located on contiguous
slices may not be sequentially acquired in an interleaved
acquisition mode. The effect would be more difficult to take
into account with more conventional (non EPI) multislice,
multishot gradient echo sequences as k-space is spanned
over time intervals comparable to the time constant of the
BOLD response. The time shift to consider would then be
that present at the k-space center.

Another interest of the correction of the SDTS effect is
that it significantly improves the cross-correlation coef-
ficients, especially for slices acquired lastly in TR,
potentially leading to the detection of more activated
regions. This result may also be useful with strategies which
determine the maximum value of the correlation coefficient
for each pixel by shifting in time the reference waveform.3, 7

If this strategy is used in multi-slice studies, the SDTS
correction will reduce the computing time, especially for
long TR, providing a smaller range of time shifts to be
tested. The improvement in the correlation coefficent would
be larger for paradigms with a period comparable to TR.

In our study residual phase variations are still visible
between some activated regions after SDTS correction (Fig.
5). The origin of these differences is still not clear, but could
potentially lead to some interesting findings about the
chronology of the activation. We calculated the phase of the
response time courses using the Fourier transform of the
paradigm time course.7 Unfortunately, the phase reference
could be difficult to determine, as paradigm time courses
usualy differ from sinusoid curves and lead to complex
shapes after Fourier transform. Similarly, any asymmetry, as
usually observed between response rises and decays, would
lead to a harmonic enrichment and to some phase alteration
of the paradigm frequency.10 So, if one wishes to examine
very small phase differences, response shapes should be
taken into account. In some cases, the sampling rate (1/TR)
should also have to be considered, as it may lead to aliasing
for frequencies higher than 1/2TR. These high frequencies
can arise from noise, cardiac cycle, respiratory cycle,
movements, other physiologic fluctuations, etc.8

Another difficulty in analyzing fMRI time series is that
the actual time course of each activated region may differ
from the theoretical paradigm time course for physiological

Figure 7. Activation maps calculated using SPW and PP (taste stimulation with Aspartame, same subject as in Fig. 6.) Using the PP,
activation was observed in the left and right insula, the left and right inferior parts of the pre and post central gyri, and the right
operculum. When the SPW was used to process the same data set, the number of activated clusters of pixels significantly dropped and
activity could be located only in right insula.
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reasons, as pointed out by our perception study. When
comparing pixel signals expected to exhibit comparable
response shapes, this problem can be partly solved by cross-
correlating pixel signals with other recorded responses
rather than with a theoretical reference waveform. However,
the use of a ‘perception profile’ to detect brain activation
might be a more efficient method. In our study, pixels
extracted with PPs were more correlated to the MRI signal
responses than those extracted with SPWs (Fig. 6), and were
located in regions highly consistent with literature data
concerning cortical taste projections.26, 27 This observation
suggests that the perception profile better represents the
temporal evolution of cortical events occurring during the
functional experiment than a stimulation-derived profile
such as SPWs. The very high correlation of the MRI signal
time course with the PP underlines that the MRI signal
response has the same characteristics as the perception
profile: a slow rise of signal, related to the slow rise of
perceived taste intensity, a slow decrease of response after
the end of effective taste stimulation related to slow rinsing
of the stimulus, and eventually a remaining response level
associated with perceptions not returning to baseline. The
finger-span approach has been previously used in psycho-
physical measurements.20, 21 In many ways this method
seems to be well adapted to fMRI studies, because it is
possible to introduce an amagnetic linear potentiometer in
the magnet without disturbance of the fMRI acquisition.
After a short training period our subjects were able to
reliably indicate their level of perception. It should be
pointed out that the absolute level of intensity, as indicated
with the potentiometer, cannot be compared between
individuals and should be used only as a relative index of
perception. This limitation is not a concern when the finger-
span method is used with cross-correlation analysis, as
autonormalization of both the MRI signal time-course and
the reference waveform is performed.10 The motor task
associated to the finger-span did not seem to interfere with
the taste sensory task, which is not surprising, as subjects
had to use the potentiometer both during the ON and OFF
periods. Furthermore, control experiments with and without
on-line finger-span recording did not show specific activa-
tion in motor areas associated with finger-spanning.

CONCLUSION

Several effects must be considered when dealing with the
time shift of the MRI signal of activated regions. The effect
of a slice-dependent time shift in multi-slice fMRI may be
significant and must be taken into account before inter-
preting any time difference observed between activated
regions located on different slices. Only then could the
distribution of the residual time shifts be assessed, taking
advantage of the whole brain imaging ability of multislice
EPI series. Whether these variations can be ascribed to local
hemodynamic effects, to a true chronometry of brain
activation or to other effects remains to be investigated.
Comparison with MEG/EEG or ERP studies would be most
helpful in this respect. Some fMRI studies with a subsecond
resolution have suggested that event-related fMRI responses
could also be detected within a couple of seconds after the
onset of a short stimulus.31 While the mechanism of this
response is still under debate32 it may ultimately lead to a
gain of one order of magnitude in the temporal resolution of
fMRI.

One way to better understand the coupling between the
observed MRI signal and the actual ‘neuronal’ response is
to control perception using a finger-spanning technique
during the fMRI acquisition. The use of this perception
profile rather than an arbitrary waveform derived from the
paradigm proves to be a powerful alternative to fMRI data
processing, especially with chemical senses studies, when
return to baseline is not always correlated to stimulus
suppression. This approach should also be relevant to other
kinds of stimulation task, as a realistic way of monitoring
any expected or unexpected variations of the actual sensory
input, which may interfere with higher order cognitive
functions, such as attention, adaptation, fatigue or even
variability of stimulus presentation.
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